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Knowledge of the quality of an article or its regular price helps
the buyer to know when a "sale" is a real one.
The customer has responsibilities and is wise to follow cer-
tain practices when buying.
A person should know weights and measures and watch when
his purchase is weighed or measured.
A good buyer reads the label before he buys.
The wise consumer pays cash when possible; the consumer pays
for credit extended him when he runs a charge account with a
store.
Children should take the time and attention of the salesperson
only when they intend to buy or the merchant has agreed to give
them information about buying and selling and about goods.
Buying by a written plan saves the time of the customer and
the storekeeper.
A good rule to follow is to buy thoughtfully and base decisions
on previous purchasing or upon guarantees of quality.
Keep hands off; handling goods on display reduces their value.
It saves time to shop when the stores are least crowded, and
one gets better service then.
Goods bought should be kept unless they fail to measure up to
standards or the representation of the merchant.
Advertisements may deceive or inform.
A good advertisement may attract attention and have dramatic
appeal, but it gives only truthful information.
A good advertisement tells the quality, purpose, and actual value
of the article or service.
Advertisements help to keep us up to date on what is avaikble
in the markets, and help us to make decisions in our buying.
FICTION WITH ECONOMIC THEMES
Books for the Six- to Eight-?ear-Olds
crabtree, eunice K., laverne C. walker, and dorothy can-
field, Under the Roof. New York: New York University, 1941.
Under the general theme of eating square meals, going shop-
ping, buying fresh fruits, etc., are discussed. There are three
sections: "To Eat/' 'To Wear," "To Live In."

